
Progressive Fibrosis in Interstitial Lung Disease

Background

A subset of patients with interstitial lung diseases 
(ILDs) display progressive fibrosis. Progressive 
fibrosis in ILDs may result from from a positive 
feedback mechanism of fibroblast proliferation, 
migration and activation at the site of injury. 
Macrophage and lymphocyte recruitment and 
secretion of profibrotic mediators create a 'feed 
forward' loop that further activates fibroblasts, 
while decreased matrix degradation and increased 
matrix deposition contribute to stiffness of alveolar 
tissue.1-3 Lung volumes and gas exchange capacity 

worsen over time and ultimately leads to respiratory 
failure. Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is the 
prototypical example, but the progressive phenotype 
is also observed in other ILDs. Other ILDs that may 
develop a progressive phenotype include fibrotic 
hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP),4 idiopathic  
non-specific interstitial pneumonia (iNSIP),5 
occupational-related ILDs,6 ILDs associated 
with autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA-ILD),7 systemic sclerosis (SSc-ILD),8 
and polymyositis/dermatomyositis,9 and chronic 
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Figure 1: Identifying Progression in Chronic Fibrosing ILDs Clinically observable  
signs of disease progression in patients with chronic fibrosing ILDs

DLco, diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide; HRCT, high-resolution computed tomography; 
PFTs, pulmonary function tests.  1. Kolb M, Vašáková M. Respir Res. 2019:20(1):57. 2. Wong AW et al. 
Respir Res. 2020;21(1):32.
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sarcoidosis.10,11 The progressive nature of the disease 
can be identified early by monitoring for worsening  
of respiratory symptoms, functional status, lung 
function and/or fibrosis on HRCT.  (Figure 1).1

ILDs may have various etiologies, and vary in the 
development and rate of progression as well as 
prognosis. The course of disease at the individual 
level is difficult to predict. There is great interest in 
applying precision medicine to the field, in order to 
create subgroup profiles that facilitate prediction of 
disease course and response to treatment.13-15

Identifying and monitoring patients  
with chronic fibrosing ILDs for progression; 
existing and emerging approaches

No systematic approach to monitoring of fibrosis 
in ILDs has been defined. Progression may be 
identified by decreases in forced vital capacity 
(FVC) or diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide 
(DLCO); worsening of symptoms or quality of life, 
change in oxygen requirements may also define 
progression in the eyes of the patient or treating 
physician.Retrospective studies to identify factors 
that can predict disease progression have shown 
that an FVC decline of more than 10% is associated 
with increased mortality in patients with IPF7,16-26 
as is a decline of 15% or more in DLCO.16,19,20,23,27,28 
However, a decline in FVC is not a good predictor 
of future FVC decline29,30 and can be further 
confounded by comorbidities such as emphysema, 
and by the testing methodology. Acute disease 

exacerbations (in particular those associated with 
hospitalization) have also been associated with 
increased mortality. A commonly used composite 
model—the GAP (gender, age, physiology) system, 
a tool to predict risk of mortality in ILDs, has also 
been evaluated in PF-ILD.31-33 None of the existing 
models can predict progression for an individual 
patient. A recent model employing cluster analysis 
classified ILD patients into four groups based on 
factors including age, race, and smoking status; 
while still under evaluation, this model might better 
predict meaningful clinical outcomes than current 
ILD diagnostic criteria.34 Radiological features are 
of increasing interest as the severity of the HRCT 
signature appears to provide some predictive power 
with regards to mortality; a UIP pattern is associated 
with increased likelihood of exacerbation in patients 
with RA-ILD, and poorer prognosis.25,35 However, 
these are complicated by the subjective nature of 
the radiological interpretation.36 Blood biomarkers 
offer an objective alternative and there are several 
promising leads on this front including Krebs von 
den Lungen-6 protein (KL-6),37-39 surfactant protein-D 
(SP-D),37,38 matrix metalloproteinase-7 (MMP-7),37,40-

42 and protein fragments generated by breakdown 
of the extracellular matrix.43 Further work is required 
to establish the clinical reliability of these markers. 
Genetic markers of disease pathogenesis (SNPs  
and telomere maintenance and length) are also being 
evaluated as predictors of disease progression in PF-
ILD. SNPs in MUC5B and TOLLIP have shown mixed 
results for predictive capacity.44-50
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Conclusion

Clinical trials of emerging therapeutics and patient 
registry evaluations will continue to build upon our 
knowledge of the course of chronic fibrosing ILDs 
with a progressive phenotype, improving disease 
management. However, there is no consensus as 
to how disease progression should be monitored. 
Endpoints beyond lung function have some use in 

assessing disease progression, however they do 
not always align with the outcome that may be most 
impactful for patients: their ability to go about their 
daily lives without risk of hospitalization and initiation 
of oxygen therapy. It is also important to consider the 
longitudinal nature of the decline—even small annual 
declines become significant when summed across 
many years.
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Pulmonary Rehabilitation in ILD

Background

Fibrosing ILDs, including IPF, may be associated 
with quadriceps weakness and physical inactivity 
impacting mortality.1,2 Incidence of fibrotic ILD 
is on the rise. The development and application 
of therapeutic guidelines are complicated by 
the heterogeneity of the diseases. Existing 
pharmacotherapies for ILDs include corticosteroids, 
cytotoxic drugs, and antifibrotic drugs, but more 
effective nonpharmacologic approaches are sorely 

needed. Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) is a compelling 
option and has been strongly recommended by 
the American Thoracic Society and the European 
Respiratory Society for patients with ILD,3 however 
the evidence base for this recommendation is mixed4 
and there is a clear need for studies addressing the 
impact of PR upon functional status and quality  
of life. Two recent trials evaluated short-term and  
long-term effects of PR in patients with ILD.
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Short-term evaluation of pulmonary 
rehabilitation

Sciriha et al. (2019)5 conducted an observational, 
prospective, quasi-experimental trial evaluating a 
12-week PR program in ILD, with primary endpoints 
including functional outcomes and quality of life. 
Participants were medically stable with no recorded 
exacerbations in the 3 months prior to enrolment and 
ILD was confirmed by HRCT and pulmonary function 
testing (PFT). The PR program consisted of twice 
weekly 2 hour classes comprising physical exercises 
along with recommendations for home exercise 
programs for 20 minutes per day; inspiratory muscle 
training for 15 minutes during the classes and for 30 
minutes at home, 5 days per week; and educational 
sessions describing management and care. Self-
perception of breathlessness during daily activities 
was recorded. Baseline evaluations including 
plethysmography and diffusing capacity for carbon 
monoxide (DLCO), functional tests (6-min walking 
distance test (6MWD test), Dyspnea Borg Scale) and 
health status measures (St George’s Respiratory 
Questionnaire (SGRQ) and Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Score) were conducted 2 weeks 
prior to program onset and at 4 weekly intervals 
throughout. The 12-week program led to significant 
improvements across multiple measures: the active 
group reported improvement in walking distance 
in the 6MWD test; dyspnea score; breathlessness 
both at rest and following exertion; two of the four 
domains measured by SGRQ (total score and impact 
score); and modified Medical Research Council 
(mMRC) dyspnea scale. Activity and symptoms 
domains of the SGRQ trended towards improvement 
however did not reach significance. Despite these 
improvements, no significant changes in lung 
function were identified.

Long-term evaluation of pulmonary 
rehabilitation

In the first trial to demonstrate long-term benefits of 
a PR program, Perez-Bogerd et al. (2018)6 evaluated 
exercise capacity (6-Minute Walking Distance (6MWD); 
Peak Work Rate (Wmax)), quality of life (St George’s 
Respiratory Questionnaire, SGRQ), quadriceps force 
(QF) and physical activity (using an activity monitor 
armband) in patients with chronic ILD (Figure 2). 
Active group patients attended a six month outpatient 
program 3 times weekly for the first 3 months and 
twice weekly for the subsequent 3 months. The 
control group received maximal medical care. 
Measurements were performed at enrolment, 3, 6 and 
12 months following study onset. Study retention was 
approximetely 2/3 of the enrolled participants (67% 
completed the PR program and 60% were retained 
for the 1-year follow-up). While MRC dyspnea scores, 
lung function, and physical activity were not improved 
by the intervention upon completion of the PR 
program, 6MWD, quadriceps force, and SGRQ score 
after 6 months were significantly improved compared 
to the control group. All three of these measures 
improved over the course of a year.

Conclusion

While promising, the results should be interpreted 
with caution. The sample size for both studies was 
relatively small, and the patient population was highly 
heterogeneous. This may obscure significant findings 
in a subset of patients, and/or identify differences 
that should not be extrapolated across all patient 
subgroups. However, this emphasizes the need to 
continue to build upon the knowledge base, and 
bolster what appear to be promising results in this 
population of patients with ILD.
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Fig. 2: Effects of PR over 1 year on exercise capacity, muscle force, health status, physial activity. 6-min walking 
distance (6MWD) (Panel a), quadriceps force (Panel b), St George's Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) (Panel 
c) and steps per day (Steps) (Panel d) expressed as percentage (%) of the baseline value as a function of time. 
Closed circles (solid lines) and open circles (dashed lines) are the mean values and SEM at each time points of 
rehabilitation and control groups, respectively. Rehabilitation and control groups were compared for rehabilitation 
effects at each time points: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p ≤ 0.05; ns p > 0.05
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Palliative Care for ILD

Background

The symptom burden of patients with chronic 
ILD is comparable to that of patients with cancer, 
however implementation of palliative care models 
in ILD remains an unmet need.1 In 2015, members 
of the Danish Respiratory Society, comprised of 
experienced researchers and clinicians, developed 
a position paper to provide recommendations on 
the terminology, rehabilitation, palliative care, and 
symptom management of patients with chronic  
non-malignant lung diseases.

Guiding palliative care in non-malignant 
lung disease1

The committee unanimously agreed upon seven  
key recommendations.

1.  Terminology: Well defined terminology provides 
the foundation for dealing with disease. The group 
began by defining key terms and outlining the 
three stages during which palliative care should 
be considered: chronic lung failure, terminal lung 
failure, and imminently dying.

2.  Rehabilitation and palliative care: Rehabilitation 
should be a multidisciplinary endeavor, with 
the holistic goal of improving physical function, 
nutrition, and knowledge of the disease, shifting 
the patients towards making healthier lifestyle 
choices.2,3 It should be offered to all patients  
with symptomatic chronic lung disease. 
Rehabilitation and palliative care should be  
tailored to the individual following a comprehensive 
assessment of the needs and wishes of the patient 
and caregiver.

3.  Advance care planning (ACP): ACP should be 
offered yearly to all patients with chronic lung 
failure and is a key component in the management 
of these patients.

4.  Informal caregivers and bereavement: 
Severe and chronic disease is a burden not just 
upon the patient but also informal caregivers. 
These individuals should also be offered ACP, 
rehabilitation, education, and should also be 
followed-up with following the patient’s death.
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5.  Symptom management: Patients and the  
care team should aim to achieve lifestyle choices 
that mitigate symptom burden; comorbidities 
should be identified and treated; because  
dyspnea and dyspnea-related anxiety can be 
difficult to differentiate, they may be treated as 
a single symptom; malnutrition is an indication 
of disease severity, and should prompt tailored 
nutrition advice.

6.  Imminently dying patients with lung disease: 
Treatment should focus upon symptom 
management and relief. Care should be taken to 
ensure thorough and respectful communication, 
allowing sufficient time to conclude discussions in 
an appropriate environment.

7.  Organization: Palliative care for respiratory 
diseases should be enacted by a multidisciplinary 
care team including physicians and nurses 
who specialize in pulmonary medicine, general 
practitioners, physiotherapists, palliative care 
specialists, occupational therapists, dieticians, 
psychologists, hospital chaplains and social 
workers. Incorporation of a case manager may 
improve the patient’s feeling of security and  
reduce anxiety and hospitalizations.

They concluded that education in palliative care  
should be incorporated into pulmonary training 
programs for physicians and nurses. The goal of 

palliative care should be to support the patient and 
their caregiver(s) throughout the disease trajectory, 
improving quality of life. Early conversations and 
identification of shared goals allows for better 
systematization of treatment needs.

Implementing multidisciplinary teams into 
clinical practice

Barratt et al. (2018)4 used quality improvement 
methodology to develop a model incorporating 
multidisciplinary teams (MDT) with the goal of 
meeting the palliative care requirement of patients 
with ILD. MDT meetings every 6 weeks discussed 
approaches for obtaining the physical, social 
and psychological needs of the patient and their 
caregivers. Introduction of the MDT meetings 
increased documentation of cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation discussions, referrals to community 
courses and teams (hospice-delivered fatigue 
and breathlessness (FAB) course), and specialist 
palliative services. There were also increases in 
recommendations to PCPs to educate the patient 
on supportive care registers and increased referrals 
to community matrons. Introduction of a supportive 
care decision aid tool (SCDAT) increased early 
referral of patients to specialist palliative care, and 
advance care planning (ACP). The findings support 
collaborative MDT as an effective approach for 
integrating effective palliative care and addressing 
patient needs.
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Managing Refractory Breathlessness in Fibrotic ILDs

Background

Refractory breathlessness is indicative of advanced 
lung disease. Breathlessness has both pulmonary 
and neurological physiology components1 and 
parallels have been drawn between breathlessness 
and pain pathways.2 Most patients with ILD have 
severe dyspnea, negatively impacting quality of 
life; however, few assessment tools for dyspnea in 
advanced disease are available. A multidisciplinary 
care team is well positioned to provide the support 
and direction required to direct a combination 
of pharmacological and nonpharmacological 
interventions. Speakman et al illustrate the 
challenges of managing refractory breathlessness 
from the perspective of a community nurse.3

Managing Breathlessness: A Case Study

A 74-year-old male with severe, progressive, atypical 
IPF was suffering from refractory breathlessness. 
In management of his care the hospice team 
identified numerous issues and beyond refractory 
breathlessness assessment and management, there 
was also a need to address psychological support 
and determine treatment options to improve his 

quality of life.3 Assessments were made by thorough 
narrative assessment, open questioning, and Borg 
visual analog scale. Although many tools have been 
developed for the assessment of breathlessness, 
none are well validated in this population and the 
author makes a case for keeping the focus on 
patient communication in order to best evaluate 
disease progression.3 Because breathlessness is 
multidimensional, measurement should involve self-
assessment incorporating intensity, distress, and 
function.4 Managing breathlessness is foundational 
to developing a patient centered care plan. Both 
pharmacologic and non-pharmacological approaches 
can reduce breathlessness, the latter providing a 
cost-effective way for patients to gain control over 
their disease. Pharmacological agents include 
oral narcotic preparations, benzodiazepines, and 
antidepressants; non-pharmacological approaches 
include oxygen therapy, fan therapy, and breathing 
exercises. Combining pharmacological and non-
pharmacological tools may slow disease progression 
while improving perception of breathlessness and 
decrease anxiety and depression, and accordingly 
improve quality of life. Attenuating psychological 
symptoms may positively impact breathlessness, 
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however any pharmacotherapy needs to be validated 
in trials and there is debate as to the impact of 
anxiolytics on breathlessness.3

In this case, the patient’s wife reported that the 
supportive care provided by regular at home visits 
were of significant benefit; providing an opportunity 
to engage in meaningful discussions around the 
emotional component of the disease as well as 
expected disease trajectory.3 This is supported 
by an RCT evaluating the benefit of an integrated 
palliative respiratory care service that incorporated 
a multidisciplinary care team, for patients with 
advanced disease and refractory breathlessness.5 
Mastery (a feeling of control over their disease 
and its influence on quality of life) was positively 
influenced by the intervention, despite no change 
in breathlessness intensity.5 While some have 

challenged the usefulness of an intervention that 
does not improve the physiological symptoms,6 if 
quality of life is considered an important outcome, 
psychological state is a central concern.

Conclusion

In sum, scientific approaches tend to value objective, 
quantitative measurement over the subjective; 
however this may not capture the full spectrum of 
disease impact. Because patients with refractory 
breathlessness are often in advanced stages of 
disease, decreases in intensity may be unachievable. 
The psychological measures of disease mastery and 
self-worth that can be increased by peer supported 
and implementing community care provider programs 
including regular nurse home visits may significantly 
improve quality of life for patients managing 
refractory breathlessness.


